Do the preparation task first. Then watch the short film and do the exercises to check your understanding.

A bored park keeper dreams of buying a luxury caravan. One day, he discovers a way to make his dream come true. However, to get the money, he will have to do something very strange …

Preparation: matching
Match the vocabulary with the correct definition and write a–f next to the numbers 1–6.

1. to make a killing a. a person who is responsible for things in a park
2. to shut b. This expression has two meanings. It can mean to actually kill something or it can mean to make a lot of money.
3. twenty grand c. the objective
4. a park keeper d. to close
5. a case e. twenty thousand pounds
6. the target f. a container where you keep things

1. Check your understanding: ordering
Write a number (1–8) to put these events in the order they happen in the film.

…………… The park keeper looks at the photo of the target for the first time.
…………… The old lady gives the metal case to the park keeper.
…………… A boy drops a piece of paper on the ground.
…………… A young man asks the park keeper where the toilets are.
…………… The target tells the old lady she has won the lottery.
…………… The park keeper finds the metal case.
…………… The park keeper accidentally knocks over the target.
…………… The park keeper sends a text message on a mobile phone.
2. Check your understanding: true or false
Circle True or False for these sentences.

1. The park closes at 6pm. True False
2. The park keeper finds the metal case when the park is still open. True False
3. The park keeper thinks he must kill the target in order to get twenty thousand pounds. True False
4. The park keeper is very helpful when the man asks him where the toilets are. True False
5. The target asks the park keeper where the toilets are. True False
6. The park keeper thinks he has killed the target. True False
7. The old lady wins the competition because she is the first person to find the target. True False
8. The park keeper didn’t understand the rules of the competition. True False

Discussion
Have you ever won anything?
What did you win and how?

Vocabulary Box  Write any new words you have learnt in this lesson.